
Quick Picks
White card stock
White card blank 5.5 x 4.25"
Silver pearlised card stock
Dark pink card stock
Generation Inx - Dg03
Generation Inx - Fu03
Generation Inx - Black
Stamp - 433845
Stamp - 433847
Eureka 101 tablet

Synergy Dies
Creative Harmony
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This really is my kind of card.  Splashes of colour in a simple format that leaves a great finish.  The overall effect is a 
Christmas card with a slightly different feel about it – a step away from the run of the mill shall we say!

Project: Colouring Baubles

1.  Cut the card stock as follows:
Grey: 5.25 x 4”, Dark pink: 5 x 3.75”, 
and White 4.75 x 3.5”.

2.  Secure white card stock into your 
Eureka 101 and position the bauble 
stamp face down.

3.  Fetch the stamp up using the 
Eureka 101 door and ink up with black 
ink.

4.  Stamp away to get a crisp image.

5.  Apply some ink to your Eureka 101 
wells – pink and grey for me, but 
please do experiment with your own 
colours.

6.  Whilst painting, spritz the card with 
water, using a fine misting spray 
bottle.  It will look a mess to start with, 
but don't panic, it's all part of the 
master plan.  Basically, let the ink 
bleed into the water to create that 
lovely watercolour effect.  

Allow this to dry naturally.

7.  Once dry, you can then add 
some extra detail to your image, by 
applying more ink with your brush.  
If you use a feathering motion from 
left to centre and then right to 
centre, this creates the effect of a 
circular bauble.  See top right 
bauble in the finished image.

8.  Leave to dry, and then add your 
string attached to the baubles, by 
drawing it on by hand to get the 
effect you want.  Any pen will do!

9. Pick up a small amount of ink on 
the tip of your paint brush and gently 
flick at your artwork to create, artistic 
type splashes.  Don't worry if you 
get a blob, just dab with tissue to fix.

10.  Stamp out your sentiment and 
finally mat and layer to finish.
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